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INTRODUCTION
 .The present paper gives some structural results on pairs g , g consist-1
ing of a Lie algebra g and its subalgebra g , reductive in g. In particular,1
 .if g is an absolutely simple subalgebra, we prove the Killing-orthogonal1
decomposition g s g [ p analogous to the orthogonal decomposition for1
symmetric Lie algebras. Moreover, g and p in that decomposition satisfy1
w xthe inclusion g , p : p. At the same time we do not have the inclusion1
w x  .p , p : g , unless the pair g , g arises from the symmetric Lie algebra.1 1
 .In general, having a pair g , g with g reductive in g , the question of1 1
whether any Cartan subalgebra of g can uniquely be extended to a1
Cartan subalgebra of g is natural and very interesting. In Theorem 2.2,
with the additional assumption that g is semisimple, we give a recipe for
 .checking whether a pair g , g possesses the above property. In Section 31
we explore the well-known pair consisting of the simple Lie algebra of type
 .B and simple subalgebra of type G . This is a Cartan pair Definition 2.63 2
not arising from a semisimple symmetric Lie algebra. For that pair we give
a number of structural results similar as for semisimple symmetric Lie
 .algebras Claims 3.5 .
Finally, we emphasize that this paper is a by-product of the author's
research on understanding the mutual relationship between representa-
tions of a semisimple Lie algebra g and those of its subalgebra g ,1
 .reductive in g. We suppose that g and g are ``close to each other.'' In1
w x  .our next paper 5 we will explain a procedure to get a new highest weight
g-module V from the g -module V such that we have a g -module1 1 1
 w x.embedding V ¨ V. For particular interesting pairs see 1 it seems1
possible to relate in this way some completely prime primitive ideals
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 .associated to nilpotent coadjoint orbits in enveloping algebras of g and
 w x.g in the case of algebraically closed ground field cf. 4 .1
NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS
Here we summarize notation and conventions that will be freely used
throughout the paper. Lie algebras we consider will be finite dimensional
 .and defined over a field k, char k s 0. k will denote the algebraic closure
of k and k= the set of nonzero elements in k. If V is a vector space over
k, V denotes V m k and x s x m 1 for x g V. We say that a Lie algebra gk
 .  .is absolutely simple if g is simple. For x g g , g8 x and g* x denote
 .n  .nFitting components D ker ad x and F im ad x , respectively.nG 0 nG 0
 .For a Lie algebra g , a subalgebra h , and a subset A of g , C A willh
denote the centralizer of A in h. The term ``Cartan subalgebra'' we
abbreviate as CSA. If g is a reductive Lie algebra and h a split CSA in g ,
 .by R g , h we denote the root system of g with respect to h. For a root a ,
X will always denote some nonzero vector from the root space g .a a
 .1. ON SOME g , g PAIRS1
The following lemma is well known if the ground field is algebraically
closed. In general, it follows immediately using algebraic closure.
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose that g is an absolutely simple Lie algebra. Let p 1
and p be faithful finite dimensional representations and b and b the2 1 2
associated symmetric bilinear in¨ariant trace forms. Then there exists q g k=
such that b s q b .1 2
 .From now on we will consider pairs g , g consisting of a Lie algebra g1
and its subalgebra g . Denote by B and B their Killing forms. For g1 1 1
semisimple, the adjoint representation of g on g is faithful; therefore1
B is a nondegenerate form.< g =g1 1
From the preceding lemma, it follows immediately.
COROLLARY 1.2. Suppose that g is an absolutely simple subalgebra of a1
Lie algebra g. Then there exists q g k= such that the corresponding Killing
forms satisfy
B s qB .< g =g 11 1
 .Let a pair g , g be given. Suppose that g is an absolutely simple Lie1 1
algebra. Denote by r : g* ª gU the restriction. By means of Killing forms1
we identify g with gU and define the Killing homomorphism g ª g*. Let1 1
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us now define the map p by the following diagram:
r U6g* g1
6
6
.
6
p 6
gg 1
 .   . .This map p is linear and satisfies B x, y s B p x , y for all x g g ,1
y g g . The former corollary gives q g k= such that p s q. Hence, by1 < g1
denoting p s ker p , we have a B-orthogonal sum g s g [ p. B-ortho-1
w xgonality of g and p implies g , p : p , so that p is a g -module1 1 1
homomorphism. We call p the associated homomorphism to the pair
 .g , g . Its kernel will be always denoted by p. In this way we have proved1
 w x.the first statement in the following proposition cf. 4 . The second
statement is clear.
 .PROPOSITION 1.3. Let a pair g , g be gi¨ en and suppose that g is an1 1
absolutely simple Lie algebra. Then the associated homomorphism p : g ª g1
is a g -module homomorphism and for its kernel p we ha¨e a B-orthogonal1
sum
g s g [ p .1
 .  .  .Moreo¨er, for pairs g , g , g , g , and g , g equipped with their associ-1 1 2 2
ated homomorphisms p , p , and t , respecti¨ ely, we ha¨e t s p (p equality1 1
.of g -module homomorphisms .2
 .Remark 1.4. If the Lie algebra g in the pair g , g is semisimple, then1
B is nondegenerate. We use this fact in Section 3 for finding an< p=p
orthogonal basis in p.
 .The pair g , g is called symmetric if there exists an involutive auto-1
morphism u of g such that g is the q1-eigenspace of u . The symmetric1
 .pair g , g with g a semisimple Lie algebra is called a semisimple1
symmetric pair. We would like to get some insight to nonsymmetric pairs
 .g , g consisting of a semisimple Lie algebra g and absolutely simple1
subalgebra g . First, using notation as in Proposition 1.3, we give a simple1
characterization of symmetric pairs.
 .PROPOSITION 1.5. The pair g , g is symmetric if and only if the subspace1
w xp satisfies p , p : g .1
Proof. Take p and u as in Proposition 1.3 and define the linear
involution u on g as follows:
u s 2 qy1p y 1 .g
"  4 q yPut S s x g g; u x s "x and observe that S s g and S s p.1
It is easy to see that u is an automorphism iff we have the proposed
inclusion.
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 .Note that if the pair g , g is semisimple symmetric, then the Lie1
algebra g is reductive in g. In the rest of the paper we will restrict1
 .ourselves to pairs g , g such that g is reductive in g.1 1
2. CARTAN PAIRS
The following definition is not a new one, but rather the extension of
the old one to some new examples. For the sake of completeness we recall
the definition.
DEFINITION 2.1. Let g , g , and p be as in Proposition 1.3. A Cartan1
 .subspace of the pair g , g is a commutative subalgebra a of g , reductive1
 .in g , contained in p , and satisfying C a s a.p
 w x.  .Note see, e.g., 3 that if g , g is a semisimple symmetric pair and a a1
 .Cartan subspace of g , g , then l [ a is a CSA of g for any CSA l of1
 .C a . This is a very useful result if one wants to understand the relation-g1
ship between g-modules and g -modules. So it is desirable to have some1
information on CSAs in g and CSAs in g containing them. In all that1
 .follows we will consider only the pairs g , g which satisfy the equivalent1
conditions of the next theorem.
THEOREM 2.2. Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra and g its subalgebra,1
reducti¨ e in g. Let h be a CSA in g , c a CSA in g , and c a CSA in g1 1 1 1
such that c : c. Then the following conditions are mutually equi¨ alent:1
 .  .a There exists q g h such that g8 q is a CSA in g.1
 .  . T  .b There exists q g h such that g8 q is a CSA in g and g q s h .1 1 1
 .  .c There exists q g h such that g8 q is a CSA in g.1
 .  .d Any root a g R g , c satisfies a k 0.< c1
w x ÇProof. Set s s g , g and let z be the center of g . Then g s s q z1 1 1 1
 .Çand h s l q z , where l s h l s is a CSA in s. Suppose a is fulfilled,1 1
 .  .i.e., there exists q s l q z l g l , z g z , such that g8 q is a CSA in g.
T  .  .  .ÇPut L s g q . We have L s s8 l q z. g8 q is a commutative Lie1
 .algebra it is a CSA of a semisimple Lie algebra and so L is commutative
 .  .too. Now, g being reductive in g , we conclude that s8 l is commutative1
subalgebra of g consisting of semisimple elements. Since it contains l , it is
equal to l. In this way we have proved L s h . Hence, the equivalence of1
 .  .a and b follows.
 .  .The implication b « c follows directly from the following simple fact.
If L is a Lie algebra, then for any x g L we have
L8 x s L8 x . .  .
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w  .  .ÇFor the proof use the Fitting decomposition L s L8 x q L* x and
 .choose some bases of Fitting components. Any w g L8 x write with
respect to these bases. Thanks to the fact that ad x is an isomorphism,< L* x .
 .we conclude that w g L8 x . Thus L8 x : L8 x . The opposite inclusion .  .
xis obvious.
Any CSA is a minimal Engel subalgebra and so there exists q g h1 1
T  .satisfying g q s h . At the same time, h is the least subalgebra in the1 1 1 1
 T  . 4collection g x : x g h . Let us now define the nonempty set1 1
V s x g h : gT x s h . 4 .1 1 1
 .  .Suppose that g8 x is not a CSA in g for all x g V. Thus, g8 x is not a
T T .  .CSA in g. However, for x g h _ V we have g q / g x . Now, in the1 1 1 1
 .  .  .case that g8 x is a CSA in g , the same argument as in the proof a « b
T  .  .provides the conclusion g x s h , a contradiction. Thus, b is equiva-1 1
 .lent to c .
 .  .Let us now show c « d . For the adjoint algebraic groups G , G of1
g , g , respectively, we can suppose G F G. Subalgebras h and c being1 1 1 1
CSAs in g , there exists l g G such that l ? c s h . Define1 1 1 1
h s l ? c h is a CSA in g containing h . .1
y1 .  .  .  .The map w : R g , c ª R g , h , w a s a l is a root system isomor-< c
 .phism so for any root a g R g , c we have
a ' 0 iff w a ' 0. . < h< c 11
 .Now, if there existed a g R g , h such that a ' 0, we would have< h1
 .  .h q g F g8 h for any h g h . From this we have that g8 h is not CSAa 1
 .  .in g for all h g h . Hence, c « d .1
For the opposite implication, we may suppose a k 0 for all a gh1
 .  .R g , h . This implies the existence of q g h such that a q / 0 for all1
 .roots a and so g8 q s h is proved.
Corollary 2.3 below describes the set of CSAs in g that contain some
fixed CSA in g . Namely, the fulfillment of the equivalent conditions of1
 w x.Theorem 2.2 forces that set to be a singleton cf. 1, Theorem 5.3 .
Furthermore, we can hope that such pairs have a pretty good behavior on
representations.
 .COROLLARY 2.3. If a pair g , g consisting of a semisimple Lie algebra g1
and its subalgebra g , reducti¨ e in g , satisfies the equi¨ alent conditions of1
Theorem 2.2, then for any CSA h of g there exists a unique CSA of g1 1
containing h .1
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 .Proof. Take q g h such that g8 q is a CSA of g. Now for any CSA h1
T  .of g containing h we have h F g q . Hence, thanks to the fact1
h1 .g8 q F g , the corollary follows.
 .PROPOSITION 2.4. The semisimple symmetric pair g , g satisfies the1
equi¨ alent conditions of Theorem 2.2.
Proof. Let us have g s g [ p as before. Suppose the ground field is1
algebraically closed and rk g ) rk g . Let h be any CSA of g and h any1 1 1
CSA of g containing h . We define a s h l p. Then1
h s h [ a .1
To prove this, write any x g h as the sum x q p with x g g , p g p.1 1 1
There are h g h and scalars g satisfying1 1 a
x s h q g X .1 1 a a
 .R g , h1 1
 .  .By taking q g h such that a q / 0 for any a g R g , h we have1 1 1 1 1
w xq , x s 0. This implies g s 0 for any a . Hence, p g a.1 1 a
 .Suppose now that a ' 0 for some a g R g , h . Take a g a satisfy-< h 01
 . ing a a / 0. Decomposing nonzero X g g as X s x q p x g0 a a a 1 1
.g , p g p , we can easily conclude X f g and also p / 0. Analogously1 a 1
w xwe get x g h and so a , X y p s 0. This implies p s 0, a contradic-1 1 0 a
tion.
Remark 2.5. It is well known that for a semisimple symmetric Lie
algebra there exists a Cartan subspace and the Iwasawa decomposition
 w x.  .holds true see, e.g., 3 . Concerning the pair g , g satisfying the equiva-1
w x  .lent conditions of Theorem 2.2 as well as p , p ­ g cf. Proposition 1.51
we can ask whether we have the analogous results. In the rest of this
section we investigate some possibilities for the eventual general approach.
Proposition 2.8 below shows that for nonsymmetric pairs, proving methods
 w x.should be different cf. 3, Theorem 1.13.6 .
 .For pairs g , g as above we distinguish two different cases:1
 .1 rk g s rk g .1
 .2 rk g ) rk g .1
Having in mind the representation theory of real reductive groups, the
first case we shall call cuspidal and the second noncuspidal.
 .Note. We suppose, until the end of this section, that the pair g , g is1
noncuspidal.
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 .Let g , g be a pair consisting of a semisimple Lie algebra g and an1
absolutely simple subalgebra g satisfying the equivalent conditions of1
 .Theorem 2.2. To any CSA h of g we associate in the unique way the1 1
triple
h , h , a , .1
h1  .where h s g and a s h l p p as in Proposition 1.3 . Obviously we
have h s h [ a.1
Moreover, if the ground field is algebraically closed, put
R9 s a g R g , h : a ' 0 , R0 s a g R g , h : a k 0 . .  . 4  4< a < a
In the following theorem we prove that the definitions of R9 and R0 are
 .independent of the choice of CSA h up to a root system isomorphism .1
DEFINITION 2.6. For a semisimple Lie algebra g and an absolutely
 .simple subalgebra g we call g , g a Cartan pair if:1 1
 .  .1 g , g satisfies the equivalent conditions of Theorem 2.2 and1
 .2 there exists CSA h of g such that the set R9, defined for the1 1
 .  .triple h , h , a and the root system R g , h , satisfies1
a g R9 « X g g .a 1
 .THEOREM 2.7. i The definition of a Cartan pair does not depend on the
 .choice of CSA h of g that appears in the condition 2 of Definition 2.6.1 1
 .  .ii Let g , g be a Cartan pair. The set a defined as abo¨e is a1
 .  .Cartan subspace. Moreo¨er, we ha¨e Cg a s Cg a [ a.1
X .Proof. i Take any CSA h of g and denote the associated triple by1 1
X .h , h9, a9 . Let G be the adjoint algebraic group of g and l g G such1 1 1 1
that l ? hX s h . We have also l ? h9 s h. From the obvious fact G ? p : p1 1 1
it follows for the root system isomorphism w defined as in the proof of
 .Theorem 2.2 that for any a g R g , h9 ,
a ' 0 iff w a ' 0. . < a< a 9
 .Hence, i is proved.
 . w xii Suppose we have z g p _ a satisfying z, a s 0. Let R9 and R0 be
 .associated to the root system R g , h . For some scalars g we writea
z s g X q g X q h q a, h g h , a g a . a a a a 1 1 1
R9 R0
 . w xNow take a g a such that a a / 0 for any a g R0. From z, a s 00 0 0
 .we easily conclude z g a , a contradiction. So we have C a s a andp
 .hence, ii follows.
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In the following we suppose that the ground field is algebraically closed.
 .Let g , g be a pair consisting of a semisimple Lie algebra g and an1
absolutely simple subalgebra g satisfying the equivalent conditions of1
 .Theorem 2.2, and take any CSA h of g . Let h , h , a be the associated1 1 1
 .triple. For the root system R g , h , define R9 and R0 as before.
For the involution u defined in Proposition 1.5 denote with the same
sign the dual action of the restriction u . We simply check u R9 s R9.< h
Remark 2.5 announced the next proposition in which we deal with the
question of whether u R equals R. This is the crucial point in proving that
for a semisimple symmetric Lie algebra the Iwasawa decomposition holds
 w x.true see, e.g., 3 .
 .PROPOSITION 2.8. There exists an in¨olution u g GL g satisfying u R s R
and g is the q1-eigenspace of u if and only if the following is fulfilled:1
;a g R0 'b g R0 such that a y b ' 0 and a q b ' 0.< h < a1
Proof. Take a g R0 and define the subspace
a w xV s x g g : h , x s a h x ;h g h . 4 . 1
 .Then choose a g a such that a a / 0. Using notation as in the proof0 0
w xof Proposition 2.4, for nonzero X s x q p we have a , p / 0 « p / 0.a 1 0
This implies V a / 0.
For the rest of the proof denote
S s b g R: a y b ' 0 . 4a < h1
Arguing as in Proposition 2.4 we get
span X : b g S , if a k 0, 4b a < h1aV s  h q span X : b g S , if a ' 0. 4b a < h1
 .For any a g a define the operator B g L g bya
B s ad a q a a . .a
The existence of u satisfying u R s R is equivalent to u R0 s R0, and so in
 . a  .particular u a g R0 iff there exists nonzero ¨ g V such that B ¨ s 0,a
;a g a. We have two separate cases.
Case 1. a k 0. Now there exists ¨ s  g X in V a satisfying< h S b b1 a
 .g / 0 for some b g S such that B ¨ s 0, ;a g a. Accordingly, thereb a a
exists b g S such that a q b ' 0. In the same time the last condition isa < a
 .  .obviously sufficient for the fulfillment of u a g R0 take ¨ s X .b
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Case 2. a ' 0. Using previous notation X s x q p, we know that< h a 11
X f g . Furthermore, we simply conclude that x g h . This means thata 1 1 1
a  .we search for ¨ g V , ¨ s h q  g X such that B ¨ s 0, ;a g a.S b b aa
Then obviously h s 0 and we also have the existence of b g S , satisfyinga
a q b ' 0.< a
Remark 2.9. For any a , . . . , a g a , y g V a, and a permutation s g1 k
 .Sym k we can simply prove
aw x w xa ??? a , y ??? s a ??? a , y ??? g V .1 k s 1. s k .
 .3. EXAMPLE: THE PAIR B , G3 2
In this section we consider the simple Lie algebra of type G embedded2
w xinto the simple Lie algebra of type B 2, Chap. VIII, Sect. 13 . Note that3
 w xthis embedding is very well known cf. 4 where the same was done in
.slightly different form , but for the convenience of the reader and further
needs we describe it in detail.
3.1. Let c be a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form defined on k8
of Witt index 4. Write k8 s Fq[ Fy, the orthogonal decomposition with
"  .4 w  . xisotropic subspaces F . Take the Witt basis e note c e , e s d ." i is1 i j i j
Denote the matrix associated to c in the chosen basis by S and the set of
t 8 = 8 matrices A satisfying A s yS AS by g the superscript t denotes0
.  4transpose . Matrices E for p, q g "i: 1 F i F 4 are standard onesp q
 .having 1 on the place p, q and 0 elsewhere. By h we denote the0
 .4subspace having basis H s E y E for 1 F i F 4 and by « thei i i yiyi i is1
dual basis in hU. For 1 F i - j F 4 introduce0
X s E y E , X s yE q E ,« y« i j yjyi y« q« ji yiyji j i j
X s E y E , X s yE q E .« q« iyj jyi y« y« yji yi ji j i j
q  4  4Put R s « " « : i - j and D s « y « , « y « , « y « , « q « .0 i j 0 1 2 2 3 3 4 3 4
Now g is a simple Lie algebra of type D , h split CSA, and R s Rq0 4 0 0 0
 q.  .j yR a root system R g , h with basis D . Denote H s H " H .0 0 0 0 « " « i ji jw xIt can be easily verified that X , X s yH holds for any a g R . Thisa ya a 0
 .4  .proves that H j X is a Chevalley basis of g .i is1 a a g R 00
 43.2. Take the subspace h of h having the basis H , H , H . By h1 0 1 2 3 i
denote restrictions « and puti < h1
Rq s h , h " h : 1 F i - j F 3 , R s Rq j yRq , 4  .1 i i j 1 1 1
3
D s b where b s h y h , b s h y h , b s h . .1 i 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3is1
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Similarly as in 3.1, for 1 F i F 3 define
X s 2 E q E , X s y2 E y E ,h i4 4yi yh yi4 4 ii i
and for 1 F i - j F 3 define
X s E y E , X s yE q E ,h yh i j yjyi yh qh ji yiyji j i j
X s E y E , X s yE q E .h qh iyj jyi yh yh yji yi ji j i j
 .Now, g s h q  kX k field is a simple Lie algebra of type B , h1 1 R a 3 11
 .3split CSA, and R a root system with the basis D . Note that H j1 1 i is1
 .X is a Chevalley basis of g .a a g R 11
3.3. Let s be an order 3 automorphism of Dynkin diagram D satisfy-4
 .ing s « q « s « y « . Extend s uniquely to the automorphism of g3 4 3 4 0
and by g denote g s, the set of s-invariants in g . Then g is a simple2 0 0 2
Lie algebra of type G and h s g l h a split CSA. If we take the basis2 2 2 0
 4  .D s a , a of the root system R g , h with a being the short root2 1 2 2 2 1
and a being the long root, then it is a Chevalley basis for g in terms of2 2
that for g given as follows the same list with a few ``" mistakes''1
w x.appeared in 4 :
X s X , X s X ,a b ya yb2 2 2 2
X s X q X , X s X q X ,a b b ya yb yb1 1 3 1 1 3
X s yX q X X s yXa qa b qb b qb ya qa . y b qb .1 2 1 2 2 3 1 2 1 2
qX ,y b qb .2 3
X s yX q X , X s yX2 a qa b q2 b b qb qb y2 a qa . y b q2 b .1 2 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 2 3
qX ,y b qb qb .1 2 3
X s yX , X s X ,3a qa b qb q2 b y3 a qa . y b qb q2 b .1 2 1 2 3 1 2 1 2 3
X s yX , X s X ,3a q2 a b q2 b q2 b y3 a q2 a . y b q2 b q2 b .1 2 1 2 3 1 2 1 2 3
H s H y H q 2 H , H s H y H .a 1 2 3 a 2 31 2
Remark 3.4. It is well known that the Killing form for a Lie algebra of
 .  .  .type B is given by B x, y s 2 l y 1 tr xy . In particular, for our g ofl 1 1
type B one easily finds3
B X , X sy20 and B X , X sy10; a g " h " h . .  4 . .1 h yh 1 a ya i ji i
 .Now we list some facts on the g , g pair that are very useful in1 2
g -module and g -module relationships. Of course, one should understand1 2
this primarily as an exercise showing us something going on and bearing in
mind some more interesting pairs. Finally, note that everything below in
the case of a semisimple symmetric Lie algebra is folklore.
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w  . x3.5. Claims on the B , G pair .3 2
 .1 The one-dimensional space a spanned by h s yH q H q H1 2 3
is a Cartan subspace.
 .  .2 The centralizer m s Cg a equals2
span H , H , X , X , X 4a a " a " 3 a qa . " 3 a q2 a .1 2 2 1 2 1 2
  ..note that m , sl 3 .
 .  43 n s span X , X , X , X , X , X is ab yb b qb yb yb b qb qb yb y2 b1 3 1 2 2 3 1 2 3 2 3
two-step nilpotent subalgebra of g and we have a direct sum decompo-1
sition
Ç Çg s g q a q n .1 2
Ç ÇMoreover, q s m q a q n is a maximal parabolic subalgebra of g .1
 . q4 There exists a Borel subalgebra b of g and a subspace p in2 2
q  wp such that b s b [ p is a Borel subalgebra of g cf. 1, Theorem1 2 1
x.5.6 .
 .  .n .5 ad p p ­ g , ;n g N.2
 .  .6 The pair B , G satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.2, but3 2
does not satisfy those of Proposition 2.8.
 .   w x  . 4 4 w7 The collection S s l g a*: x g g : h, x s l h x / 0 h1
 .x  .defined in 1 is a nonreduced restricted root system of type A .1
 .  4Moreover, for l g a* defined by l h s 1 we have S s "l, " 2l and
 .  .for the corresponding multiplicities m "l s m "2l s 3.
 .  .Remark 3.6. Note that the claim 5 shows that the pair B , G is3 2
 .nonsymmetric. Nevertheless, B , G is a Cartan pair.3 2
Proof. The first three statements and the last one could be straightfor-
wardly verified and we leave the verification to the reader. Let the
decomposition g s g [ p be in accordance with Proposition 1.3. For1 2
 .proving 4 we simply check that the following is an orthogonal basis of p
 .cf. Remark 1.4 :
h ,
a s X q X y 2 X y 2 X ,1 b yb b yb3 3 1 1
b s X y X y 2 X q 2 X ,1 b yb b yb3 3 1 1
a s 2 X q 2 X q X q X ,2 b qb y b qb . b qb y b qb .1 2 1 2 2 3 2 3
b s 2 X y 2 X q X y X ,2 b qb y b qb . b qb y b qb .1 2 1 2 2 3 2 3
a s X q X q 2 X q 2 X ,3 b qb qb y b qb qb . b q2 b y b q2 b .1 2 3 1 2 3 2 3 2 3
b s X y X q 2 X y 2 X .3 b qb qb y b qb qb . b q2 b y b q2 b .1 2 3 1 2 3 2 3 2 3
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Now take b to be the Borel subalgebra in g determined by the root2 2
 4system basis a , a as in 3.3. Then denote A s a q b , for i s 1, 2, 3,1 2 i i i
q  4 qand put p s span h, A , A , A . The sum b [ p is the Borel subalge-1 2 3 2
 4bra in g determined with the root system basis b , b , b as in 3.2.1 1 2 3
An easy exercise on induction proves that for any n g N we have
nnq1 nq1ad h a s 4b h X q y1 X .  .  .  . /1 1 a ya1 1
n n nq1y 4b h y b h X q y1 X . .  .  . .  /1 3 b yb3 3
If we denote the Killing form on g by B , one can check at once1 1
nq1B ad h a , a y b / 0; .  . .1 1 1 1
 .this proves 5 .
Finally, for R0 as in Proposition 2.8 take b g R0 and note that we have1
 4  4b g R0: b y b ' 0 s b , b . None of 2b and b q b equals1 < h 1 3 1 1 32
zero on a. The fulfillment of the condition b k 0 for any b g R is< h 11
 .obvious. This proves 6 .
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